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ABSTRACT 

The most important components of cloud computing architecture are front end and back end. 

The front end is the visible part to the user, which includes the clients and the applications 

used for accessing cloud using a browser. The backend includes the cloud itself including the 

computers, servers and the storage device.[1] A review based on various cloud computing 

architectures developed by different organizations has been done in this paper. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Today, in the world of computing, there are several types of computing processes that helps 

the end users to provide various kinds of services and processing. Computing basically refers 

to the process of using computer technology for any task completion. It can include computer 

hardware or software but must have some form of computer system. Even without realizing, 

we use some or the other form of computing in our daily lives. Swiping a card, sending an e-

mail, using mobile phones are the forms of computing 

Cloud computing is categorized into two segments, the user and cloud. In most of the cases, 

the user connects with the cloud through the internet. There also exists a possibility for an 

organization to own a private cloud in which the user is connected via an intranet. However, 

both the scenarios are identical with the difference of the usage of private and public network 

or the cloud. The user fires its requests to cloud, the cloud provides the services. 

 

CLOUD ARCHITECTURES 

a. GrepTheWeb cloud architecture 

An application developed by Amazon and named as GrepTheWeb as it can Grep (a UNIX 

command to search the patterns) the web documents. This architecture allows the developers 

to perform specialized searches such as searching documents having some specific HTML 

tag, looking for a document with particular phrase or punctuation, a specific mathematical 

equation, an email address or a particular pattern etc. 

The architecture shown above is the high level depiction. The output of Million Search 

Results Services is given as one of the inputs to the architecture and the other input is a 

regular expression. The output it returns is the filtered subset of documents linked in a sorted 

and compressed (using UNIX gzip) manner stored in a single file. The total process is 

asynchronous, so the developers can know the status of the respective jobs using 

GetStatus().[2] 
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Figure 1GrepTheWeb Architecture – Zoom Level 1 [2] 

 

b. Cumulus Architecture 

It consists of Globus virtual workspace service at the top, and is used to access the 

requirements of the users of virtual machine operations. The virtual workspace is the 

abstraction of the execution environment which can be made available to the legitimate users. 

This service allows the globus toolkit users the dynamic deployment and management of the 

workspaces. 

Below the Globus workspace, at access point resides OpenNebula, a virtual infrastructure 

engine which gets messages from Globus virtual workspace and is responsible for 

dynamically deploying and reallocating virtual machines in the pool of physical resources. 

The OpenNebula extends features of the virtualization platforms from one physical resource 

to the pool of resources. The OpenNebula works as LIVM (Local Infrastructure Virtual 

Manager) 

The OpenNebula frontend interacts to its backend and Xen hypervisors on the host machines 

through Secure Shell (SSH) for the manipulation of virtual machines and at the bottom 

resides the complete database. [3] 

 

Figure 2 Cumulus architecture[3] 
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c. The Cloud Ecosystem 

The cloud Ecosystem is a model to deploy and manage private cloud for the organizations 

local users by providing agile and flexible IaaS to run services within their administrative 

domain. This can be extended to hybrid model by supplementing it with computing 

capabilities from public cloud providers such as Amazon EC2. [4] 

 

Figure 3 Cloud Ecosystem [4] 

In the above model, the cloud ecosystem for building private cloud is described under 4 

layers. 

Cloud Consumer: They are the end users who need flexible and on demand agile 

infrastructure within an organization. 

Cloud Management: This layer provides the secure interfaces for implementation, monitoring 

and controlling virtualized remote resources on cloud as IaaS. 

VI Management: The virtual infrastructure layer provides features to schedule and manage 

virtual machines across various physical machines in a cloud. 

VM Managers: This layer offers 3 facilities to Virtual machines on single host. Services are 

start, suspend and stop. 

d. Cisco - Cloud Reference architecture 

Cisco Cloud reference architecture model developed by CISCO shows the architectural 

Layers in connection with API’s and repositories. At the base of this framework lies the 

technology Architecture which has three blocks of network, storage and compute. This layer 

serves as a host for the services to cloud users. Over the blocks lies the layer of security 

which covers them from end to end. Following these two layers, lies the Service 

Orchestration Architecture layer, implemented with the configuration repository enablers 

storing information like asset inventory, service catalogue and resource to service mapping. 

This layer combines the lower layers to generate a service for delivery. The layer above that 

is responsible for service and infrastructure management. On the top lies the Cloud services 

consumer where service is defined, requested and managed as well by the client. [5] 
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Figure 4Cloud Reference Architecture Framework 

e. Volunteer cloud computing architecture 

Volunteer Cloud Computing combines cloud computing and volunteer computing, offering 

few or all services of the cloud for free. The advantages of volunteer cloud computing is cost 

effectiveness as it offers all the services voluntarily which is useful for those projects which 

cannot use commercial cloud services; also it utilizes those resources that would remain idle 

otherwise. [7] 

The Architecture divides Volunteer cloud computing into three layers i.e. a Service Layer, a 

Middleware layer and a Physical layer.  

 

Figure 5Virtual Cloud Computing Architecture [7] 

 

 The Service layer 

It provides services to customers via interface as in commercial clouds based on Service 

Oriented Architecture approach. The contributors of VCC’s volunteer their resource for the 

formation of a VCC for certain duration of time and these may consume services at same 

time as per their wish. 
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Figure 6 Middleware Layer [7] 

 

 Middleware Layer 

This layer aims to serve resources to the above layer as those will be provided by the 

commercial cloud.  It includes Task management, QoS Management. The task Management 

works on the tasks it receives from service layer. It has Scheduler, load balancer and Self 

Automation. The scheduler manages the organization of the tasks, load balancing distributes 

the load appropriately, minimizing the processing time. Self-automation allows scaling of the 

services up & down according to the user needs. 

The QoS Management ensures the maintenance of minimum quality level. The performance 

monitor maintains the performance of each task which is reported to SLA reporting. The 

fault recovery is important wrt improvement in the performance of overall VCC. 

 

Figure 7 Physical Layer [7] 

 Physical layer 

Resource Manager is the one responsible for allocation, aggregating and monitoring of the 

resources. The resource allocator accepts tasks from the Task Management and allocates the 

same to the required resources. The performance monitor observes the resources allocated 

regularly to check if any of those becomes unavailable. The aggregator classifies resources 

on the basis of some criteria for optimizing the quality of service.  

f. The multi-source information service system architecture 

The architecture develops multi-source information service management pattern to adapt to 

various service needs of users under the cloud environment. It has the following layers: 

 Application software layer 

Program and data of all users is distributed in user-centred application layer for the users to 

access the cloud anywhere anytime.  

 Interface layer 

This layer allows the users to use online cloud services via a standard interface. 

 Platform layer 

This layer takes responsibility of computing and storage resource management. 

 Physical layer 
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This layer processes data, performs logical operation and data communications. [9] 

 

Figure 8 The multi-source information service system architecture   [9] 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In this paper, various cloud computing has been discussed. Each model presents its salient 

features and explains the cloud set up involving the key stake holders. All the architectures 

studied have different mechanism of information retrieval from the cloud. However, all of 

them suffer from the problem of fetching irrelevant results along with the relevant ones based 

upon users query. In future, a mechanism can be designed to extract more relevant and faster 

results for the user’s queries within a cloud environment. 
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